PUBLICATION
Accepted and selected papers will be published into SGGE 2021 IOP Conference Series: Earth and Environmental Science (EES) (ISSN: 1755-1315), which is indexed by EI Compendex, Scopus, Thomson Reuters (WoS), Inspec.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Topics of interest for submission include, but are not limited to:

Applications of smart grid to cyber and physical security systems/energy management systems (with application to building and home automation)
Communication and control in energy systems/intelligent monitoring and outage management/Smart sensors and advanced metering infrastructure/wide-area protection/microgrids/renewable energy

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Udaya K. Madawala
The University of Auckland, New Zealand
Fellow IEEE, Distinguished Lecturer IEEE

P. W. T. Pong
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Senior Member of IEEE

IMPORTANT DATES
Submission Deadline: February 15, 2021
Notification Date: February 25, 2021
Registration Deadline: March 5, 2021
Conference Date: March 26-28, 2021

SUBMISSION METHOD:
Electronic Submission System
sgge@cbees.net

Contact Us:
Email: sgge@cbees.net
Tell: +852-3500-0137 (Hong Kong)
+86-28-88220101 (Chengdu)